Google Workspace for Education

Enhanced protection with proactive security

Build on the capabilities of Education Fundamentals* with Education Standard which provides advanced security and analytics tools that help you proactively protect data and privacy, and safeguard your school community against constantly evolving security risks.

24.5 million school records have been leaked due to 1327 data breaches since 2005 with a significant increase over the past couple years.*

* Source: Comparitech, July 2020

Be proactive throughout the entire security cycle, from preventing, finding and fixing threats.

Gain more visibility and control with centralized security. Keep your entire school community more protected from digital threats with security controls built in.

Get more of the analytics you need. Gain more insights to help you optimize your systems by analyzing data from across your domain.

Keeping learners safe is more important than ever.

24.5 million school records have been leaked due to 1327 data breaches since 2005 with a significant increase over the past couple years.*

* Source: Comparitech, July 2020

Explore Education Standard
edu.google.com/educationstandard
Google Workspace for Education

Peace of mind with advanced security features

Make your security plan more proactive with Education Standard. Use advanced security controls and analytics to protect data, maintain privacy, and safeguard your school community against digital threats.

Proactive security
- Prevent issues as soon as they emerge with the security center dashboard
- Detect incidents by implementing recommendations from the security health page
- Remediate spam, phishing, and other potential breaches by identifying the source and taking action with the investigation tool
- Set rules to automatically scan email attachments and identify potential threats with the security sandbox

Admin controls
- Keep your school's mobile data safe by managing devices and apps, performing audits, and enforcing rules with advanced mobile management
- Define data regions to limit or distribute data where required
- Prevent breaches with advanced permission settings to proactively set rules for file sharing
- Move user and log data from Microsoft Exchange, Microsoft SharePoint, Box, or another Google Workspace domain with a simple data migration process
- Use dynamic groups to automate group membership based on user attributes

Analytics and insights
- Gain more insights by using the Gmail log and Classroom log export features to export data for analysis in BigQuery or other tools
- Track usage across your domain by analyzing advanced audit logs

Support deeper learning.
1. Add the Teaching and Learning Upgrade to provide educators with enhanced video communication capabilities, features to enrich class experiences, and tools to guide critical thinking and academic integrity.
2. Or upgrade to the comprehensive solution, Education Plus, which includes enhanced teaching and learning tools, proactive security and insights, and more.